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Abstract: Much of biology-inspired computer science is based on the Central Dogma, as implemented
with genetic algorithms or evolutionary computation. That 60-year-old biological principle based
on the genome, transcriptome and proteasome is becoming overshadowed by a new paradigm
of complex ordered associations and connections between layers of biological entities, such as
interactomes, metabolomics, etc. We define a new hierarchical concept as the “Connectosome”,
and propose new venues of computational data structures based on a conceptual framework called
“Grand Ensemble” which contains the Central Dogma as a subset. Connectedness and communication
within and between living or biology-inspired systems comprise ensembles from which a physical
computing system can be conceived. In this framework the delivery of messages is filtered by size
and a simple and rapid semantic analysis of their content. This work aims to initiate discussion on
the Grand Ensemble in network biology as a representation of a Persistent Turing Machine. This
framework adding interaction and persistency to the classic Turing-machine model uses metrics based
on resilience that has application to dynamic optimization problem solving in Genetic Programming.

Keywords: biology-inspired computing; genetic programming; dynamic optimization; Grand
Ensemble; Persistent Turing Machine; resilience

1. Introduction

Numerous complex real-world optimization problems have emerged in scientific fields such as
biomedicine, engineering, economics, and business, that cannot be solved in reasonable amounts of
time and yet precise solutions exist [1]. Such problems are often highly nonlinear and include multiple
variables acting under complex constraints. Gradient based optimization methods using analytical
or numerical methods can fail to solve problems with greater than one local optimum. Metaheuristic
approaches produce efficient results using an iterative generation process that integrates different
concepts for exploring and exploiting search spaces that guide a subordinate heuristic, with learning
strategies used to find near-optimal solutions [2]. Examples of metaheuristic algorithms include:
Genetic Algorithm (GA) as a popular algorithm that mimics the natural evolution process [3], Particle
Swarm Optimization inspired by social behavior of birds searching for food [4], and Ant Colony
Optimization inspired by the foraging behavior of ant colonies [5]. Genetic Programming (GP) is
an extension of GA: using evolutionary operators on candidate programs with a tree structure to
improve the adaptive fit between the population of candidate programs and an objective function.
Nearly all metaheuristic algorithms are nature-inspired, do not require substantial gradient information,
and can fit multiple parameters [6]. Each metaheuristic algorithm has unique advantages with respect
to robustness and performance in different problem spaces [7]. Since any one metaheuristic algorithm
cannot optimally solve all optimizing problems [8], new algorithms are sought to handle specific
optimizing problems.
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The aim of the present work is to develop a framework for optimization algorithms that is based
on biological properties of RNAs interacting in a transcriptome cloud analogous to an information
system [9]. The transcriptome cloud of RNAs is regulated by two opposing factors: sequence similarity
and reverse complementarity to all other transcript sequences. RNA mobility and diffusion have been
suggested to be influenced by simple semantic operators arising from observations of anomalous
diffusion of RNA [10]. This framework supports selective transport of biological information, storage
of information with rapid retrieval for dynamic problems, and prevention of run-away storage
requirements. The main contribution of this paper is the presentation of a new bio-inspired framework
providing guidance into solving optimization problems based on information properties of RNA.

We introduce a premise in Biology that individual RNA transcripts collectively form
an information cloud of sequence words, and this cloud interacts via similarity, reverse
complementarity and compartmentalism, operating on segments or words of each individual RNA
in the transcriptome, which for some genes may have significant regulatory impact by decreasing or
increasing their diffusion coefficient [ibid.]. In the computer science realm, transcripts are the genes in
GA or the program code in GP. Certain real biology transcripts may have specific transporter proteins
or translocators avoiding RNA-RNA interactions (e.g., “zipcode” motif [11]) and hence would not be
significantly impacted by interaction with the surrounding transcriptome cloud. In the GA/GP realm,
these would be problem-specific algorithms.

In bioinformatics, computation of scores for RNA-transcriptome word interactions would add
information dimensionality to multiscale -omics data analysis, similar to the idea described as
a “communicasome” by others [12]. This bioinformatic effort provides a deeper understanding
of nucleotide word structure and RNA language meaning [13]. Frameworks for understanding human
pathologies resulting from changes in gene expression can be applied to ideas like resilience and
personalized medicine. We propose a “Connectosome”, similar to a communicasome mentioned
in [12] where: (1) RNA diffuses away from point of transcription on DNA creating an information
cloud of sequences; (2) all RNAs comprise the transcriptome, and each transcript is affected by local
RNAs within the cloud; (3) diffusion rates of individual RNAs are modeled with a semantic analysis of
similarity and reverse complementarity of RNA words at that location in the cloud of transcripts; and
(4) transcriptome cloud affects anomalous RNA diffusion that can give rise to emergent and patterned
behavior in the cell [14]. We consider how a systems or network biology framework translates into
models of interactive computation for biology-inspired algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background methods and
relevant datasets. Section 3 provides a survey on evolutionary computing, then dynamic optimization
strategies, in which current research has been organized so that the reader can identify open issues
this new bio-inspired computing framework inspires. Emergent biology from an information cloud of
RNA sequences is introduced, with connection to biology big data-omics, and description of vision of
Grand Ensemble with relevance to membrane computing and Turing machines. The framework of
Anomalous Diffusion for genetic programming is introduced. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to resilience
with a suggested metric, and Section 5 is the conclusion and future works.

2. Materials and Methods

This work draws upon bioinformatic analyses of datasets described in [9,15] that involve
spatial and temporal transcriptome measurements. As validation of this transcriptome model
framework, we utilized a simple transcriptome of a few highly expressed genes. From seven
published RNA studies, with data sources grouped into high and low study parameter sets, we
analyzed mean enrichment values under two-sample equal variance assumption models. We assumed
that appearance in exosomes or microparticles requires greater mobility and hence larger diffusion
coefficients than cytoplasmic or nuclear RNAs [15]. Description of data sources are summarized here.
Villarroya-Beltri [16] reports microarray datasets of exosome and cellular fractions from activated and
resting human T lymphocytes. They differentially assessed whether RNAs are specifically enriched
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within exosomes and suggest that mRNA and miRNA loading into exosomes is not a simple passive
process. Specific miRNAs were more prevalent in exosomes than in cells, and in most cases this
difference is preserved under cellular resting or activated conditions. Similarly, most miRNAs
preferentially found in cells than in exosomes also keep this tendency regardless of the activation state
of the cell, suggesting resilience for expression patterns in the transcriptome. We calculated similarity
of transcript words and reverse-complement as a count of subsequences in common with all of the
subsequences in the transcriptome. Additionally, tWord and rcWord factor the expression level of
that word in the transcriptome. Values of rcWord were lower than tWord for exosomes compared to
cytoplasmic miRNAs. This supports the transcriptome model since exosome transcripts must diffuse
further than cytoplasmic RNA, so avoiding reverse complementarity facilitates diffusion. Park [17]
compared microarray analysis of cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of hct116 colon cancer cells. We
sorted their data into nuclear enriched, and those which were preferentially found in the cytoplasm.
We found that tWord was 4.73 for nuclear and 10.58 for cytoplasmic miRNAs, with a significant t-test
p-value of 0.023 between nuclear and cytoplasmic groups. We also found nuclear enriched miRNAs
have higher rcWord values compared to cytoplasmic miRNA (p-value = 0.021 in Table 2 in [10]),
suggesting those transcripts have greater potential to interact with other transcriptome RNAs and
hence may have lower than expected diffusion coefficients. Huang [18] study utilized RNA-seq with
exosomes from human plasma. We found that the top 100 abundant miRNAs in exosomes had higher
similarity count measures compared to 100 with low “rcmm” reads. In support of the transcriptome
model, exosome transcripts have more similarity to the simple model transcriptome. From these
data, we find that exosome transcripts have less reverse complementarity to the simple transcriptome.
These results are also supported by Cheng [19] study of exosomes in human blood comparing 50 most
abundant miRNAs in exosome samples to low abundance transcripts.

Pseudo code for the transcriptome anomalous diffusion model can be found in Supplemental
Materials section.

3. Results

3.1. Evolutionary Computing

Evolutionary Computation derives optimization algorithms inspired by biological evolution
principles such as genetics and natural selection [20]. Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are
meta-heuristics that can be applied to a variety of search and optimization problems. Existing
EAs include: Genetic Algorithms (GAs), Genetic Programming (GP), Evolutionary Programming
and Evolution Strategies. All of these model candidate solutions to a problem as populations of
individuals with genotypes that are iteratively transformed, evaluated against some fitness criterion,
then selected according to “survival of the fittest”, until an optimal solution is found. The difference
among them lies in the way individuals are transformed, and on the search operators applied to
obtain new solutions. Alternately, these existing iterative approaches have been referred to as Artificial
Evolution, in which biology concepts are implemented [21]. A new term Computational Evolution
(CE) reflects a new generation of bio-inspired computing [22] that builds upon new knowledge from
biology and increased synergies between biologists and computer scientists. This present work builds
a computation framework from recent biology insight, with the intent to provide new CE algorithms,
and to deepen understanding of biological regulation.

3.2. Dynamic Optimization Strategies

Numerous real-world scenarios that can be modelled as dynamic optimization problems (DOPs)
are characterized by the dynamic nature of the model elements, for example: the objective function
or search space. Solving DOPs by metaheuristics has been productive [23–25] because of their
capacity to deal with complex scenarios, and incorporation of specific mechanisms to face problem
dynamics. Current mechanisms for DOPs can be categorized as: diversity during program run,
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diversity after changes, memory approaches, and multi-population approaches [26]. Nguyen [27]
suggested another approach is to use the self-adaptive mechanisms of meta-heuristics to cope
with changes. Self-adaptation is a commonly known parameter control technique in evolutionary
computation that has been extensively studied in stationary environments [28–30]. Metaheuristics have
certain inherent self-adaptive behavior (e.g., evolution strategy, real-coded genetic algorithms—GAs).
However, such behavior can be insufficient to deal with problems in dynamic environments [28,31].
Therefore, mechanisms or extensions to metaheuristics need to be designed to deal with dynamic
problems. Extensions of Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) [32] have significant features that
correspond to the transcriptome model discussed here. In CGP, programs are represented as directed
acyclic graphs using a two-dimensional grid of nodes. When the genotype is decoded, some nodes
may be unconnected, and hence are non-coding which assist evolution with a ready supply of
potential functions. We can model resilient properties of real biological transcriptomes that are
solving multi-objectives with transport and localization of information by anomalous diffusion of
individual transcripts.

3.3. Silencing and Enhancing Transcripts for Dynamic Environments

A transcript in transcriptome T could be a solution to some problem if it is not hidden or silenced.
RNAs except for miRNAs typically have regions that are solvent inaccessible and/or double stranded,
preventing intra-molecular interactions [33]. mRNAs have more secondary structure or intra-strand
base pairing than expected by chance [34]. For each component RNA subsequence word, we determine
whether it is expected in a single-stranded and solvent-accessible state (state “A”), or double-stranded
or buried within the RNA molecule and is inaccessible (state “I”). Although these computations are
intensive and numerous for a whole transcriptome [35], the RNA structure can be pre-calculated
and supplied as a lookup table. Solvent accessibility estimates for each transcript word partition the
frequency entries in the transcriptome matrix by reducing A in the amount that I increase. These shifts
in A/I affect the tWord and rcWord values for most transcripts. Shifts of A→ I could be caused by
RNA-binding factors (RNA or protein) that cover a word in the transcript or word in the transcriptome,
or indirectly by binding to some other region of the RNA causing a cis type of structural alteration
leading to solvent inaccessibility. Transcriptome Cloud or nebula regulation [10] is proposed to occur as
an indirect result of some factor that changes A/I for some word that then alters a different interacting
transcript’s diffusion coefficient. Conversely, I→ A shifts could be caused by the release of binding
factors or conformational change leading to exposure of the particular word.

In a computational model, this paradigm corresponds most closely to modular CGP.
As an enhancement of CGP, reusable sub-functions extend a genotype by adding more complex
nodes denoted as modules [36]. The modules, which closely resemble transcripts in the biological
model, are propagated through evolution by dynamically allocating and releasing them by compress
and expand operators [37]. The computational operators are behaving like the transcriptome A/I
shifts that expose or cover sub-functions encoded in the transcript.

3.4. Connectosome in the Grand Ensemble

We can consider the connectosome as a construct composed of three ensembles identified as the
transcriptome, proteasome, and liposome (Figure 1). Instead of DNA centered, the transcriptome
in the grand ensemble is an establisher or initiator of the cell state. DNA provides the raw RNA
material from transcription to establish and maintain the transcriptome, but RNA flows in and out
of the cell are significant from biology experiments on exosomes and microparticles. We propose
self-regulatory properties of the transcriptome establish attractor states arising from the opposite
tendencies of sequence similarity and reverse complementarity. The liposome is an encapsulation and
compartmentalization operator formed by action of enzymes and proteins. Proteasome is composed
of functions and operators that are translated from the transcriptome. Every item has a function, or
provides the raw material for a possible function as in miRNA silencing. Transcriptome is composed
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of instructions using words to make proteasome and liposome layers, and has selection filters based
on accessible (readable) words. Transfer of blocks or sets of words (RNA) is inversely proportional
to relatedness to the whole transcriptome, with local interactions being stronger than remote RNA
words. The extracellular pool is composed of input data sources, output solutions from sets of words
as instructions, and other virtual system cells.
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Figure 1. Establishment of transcriptome as result of anomalous diffusion of RNA. Black represents
DNA, green represents RNA, while blue and orange represent proteins and lipids respectively.
Arrows denote flow of information from donor cell, to extracellular pool, to recipient cell. Biological
connectosome maps to schema of enhancements in Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP).

3.5. Relevance to Membrane Computing

Since the Grand Ensemble (Figure 1) includes the concept of lipid membranes that also get secreted
and absorbed by real cells, the analogue to GA/GP could be extended to membrane computing
algorithms. Membrane computing (P systems) is a class of computing model abstracted from the
structure and functioning of living cells and from interactions of living cells in tissues or higher
order biological structures [38]. Many variants of membrane computing models have been developed
that have significant potential to be applied to various computationally hard problems in feasible
time, such as the traveling salesman problem [39], maximum clique problem [40], Hamilton path
problem [41], and tripartite matching problem [42]. Figure 2 shows a representation of implementation
of the grand ensemble in membrane or GP algorithms. Each cell is composed of a prior transcriptome
(T0), transcripts that are imported (TIN), and removal of TOUT. Import and export in each cell is subject
to transcript filtering influenced by S, RC, and N. TOUT from all cells is pooled the stochastically
distributed to all cells, subject to the same filtering upon importation. This scheme may help to prevent
stalling in CGP [43], by allowing major shifts of transcript partitioning if the accumulation of small
evolutionary changes results in shifts of compartmentalization due to rank changes in S and RC.
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Figure 2. Transcriptomes partitioned into cells or membrane bound computer programs. Within cells
there can also be compartmentalization of transcripts leading to functional modules. Filter function F
operates bidirectionally upon RNA transcripts using semantic operators.

3.6. In Silico Virtual Living System as a Persistent Turning Machine (PTM)

The Grand Ensemble biology paradigm conceptualization maps in computer science as
a Persistent Turing Machine [44]. This is a Turing Machine with a read-only tape, here conceived
as the genome node, a read/write tape, conceived as the transcriptome node, and a write only tape
which becomes the extracellular pool. The most basic system is composed of a single entity containing
the four ensemble nodes (chromosome, transcriptome, proteome, and lipidome) representing the
Central Dogma. The ensemble nodes can send or receive contents to/from the extracellular pool as
a flow from donor cell to extracellular pool, and adsorption by a recipient cell. This cycling in the
transcriptomes would be a generation in CGP. More cells can be added in this model, which are linked
by the extracellular pool.

Recurrent CGP, which is an extension to CGP, allows creation of acyclic graphs providing feedback
to store internal state information [45]. The transcriptome stores its state as a distribution of diffusion
coefficients for each transcript, resulting from interactions with surrounding RNA that can alter the
eventual location of each transcript. Recurrent CGP connections represent controls on diffusion in the
transcriptome. This extension of CGP is suited to missing data or partially observable tasks supporting
a resilience feature of the system. This also is suited to implement the Anomalous Diffusion model
below since the compartmentalism and module phenotype mapping is influenced by the two opposing
semantic operators S and RC. The parameter values in the semantic operators are derived from the
prior state of the system, and hence the transcriptome is acting recurrently. The whole is adding to the
individual parts, similar to Banzhaf’s concept of emergence in CGP [46].

3.7. Anomalous Diffusion Model

RNA molecules and proteins undergo constrained diffusion, largely limited by spatial constraints
of other molecules and move by a stop-and-go mechanism where free diffusion is interrupted by
random association with cellular structures [47]. Most importantly, the dynamic nature of RNAs
is emerging as a means to control physiological cellular responses and pathways [48]. Brownian
effects are ubiquitous and play a very important role when one infers macroscopic behaviors from the
mesoscopic level of description, a route utilized frequently in the study of complex systems. Dynamics
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at the mesoscopic level is governed by a set of Langevin processes or equivalently by the corresponding
N-particle Fokker–Planck equation [49,50].

Consider a transcriptome from a cell type alpha to be represented as Tα, such that it is the sum
of all RNAs, including mRNA, miRNA, lncRNA and rRNA within the cell. This set is the result of
transcripts produced from the cellular DNA, Tα

0, transcripts inputted from the extracellular space as
microparticles and exosomes Tα

IN, and what remains from export to the extracellular space as Tα
OUT.

Or, Equation (1):
Tα = Tα

0 + Tα
IN − Tα

OUT (1)

with Equation (2):

Tα
OUT = Tα × F[S, RC, N, Tα], Tα

IN = TEC × F[S, RC, N, Tα] (2)

where F is a filter function using Tα that increases diffusion for transcripts with greater similarity S,
and decreases diffusion for larger RC and N. Thus the extracellular pool is composed of transcripts
with greater similarity S, and less reverse complementarity RC to the transcriptome, and have smaller
size N. If the transcripts represent subprograms in a CGP framework, then Tα

OUT would be the
transcripts passed to the next generation in this model of anomalous diffusion of transcripts. The
filter function would be easily implemented by stochastically selecting transcripts (subprograms) that
share code similarity to the whole program, and have small size N. This later selection may assist with
preventing program bloat [51] and is a direct consequence of diffusion’s dependence on size. The
RC complementarity filter is a unique semantic selection on transcripts not found in the literature for
GP. For any transcript composed of operands, a complement can be formed that reverses the order of
the operands, and each replaced with its complement. Most operands can be easily identified with
a complement. For instance, Input & Output, Add & Subtract or Left Shift & Right Shift would be
complements (Figure 3).
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semantically on information encoded as either RNA or lines of code in an evolvable subroutine.

We propose that an inherent property of algorithms, whether actual biological or computational,
reverse complementation generates well-formed structures that adds resilience similar to non-coding
or “junk” DNA. RC structures would have similar information content or entropy to the original
algorithm, and hence is very different from a random ordering of operands.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Resilience as a Systems Biology Measure from Transcriptome Model

A Resilience measure from Transcriptome RNAs could provide basic knowledge of responses
to system stress. Insight into structural determinants of resilience and robustness can guide the
understanding of systems that go through transitions. Systems Engineering research has developed
methodologies to measure the functionality and complexity of engineered systems for designing
and assessing system resilience. While system functions like resilience, functionality, and complexity
are widely used concepts in systems engineering, there is significant diversity in definitions and
no unified approach to measurement in the Systems Biology area [52]. One method for measuring
impacts to functionality in dynamic engineered systems is based on changes in kinetic energy [53].
This metric can be applied at particular levels of abstraction and system scales, consistent with the
established multiscale nature of biological systems. Application of global metrics to GP could assist
with prevention of stalling [43].

4.2. Measuring Complexity

A difficulty in complexity theory is the lack of clear definitions, particularly those that are
measurable [54], and that there are several types of complexity. The first formal treatment of complexity
focused on algorithmic complexity, which reflects the computation requirements for a mathematical
process [55]. One of the most workable definitions is that of thermodynamic depth, asserting that
complexity is a “measure of how hard it is to put something together” [56]. There are several variations
on this approach, with the commonality that complexity disappears for both ordered and purely
random systems [57]. Bar-Yam [58] defines the complexity of a physical system as the length of
the shortest string that can represent its properties. In our case here, this could be the size of the
transcriptome filter F composed of opposing semantic operators S and RC.

An energy-based metric proposed by Chaisson [59] measures the energy rate density, which is the
energy flow through a system in a time epoch, and divided by the system mass. A practical difficulty
in using this metric is determining the appropriate mass and energy. In measuring the transcriptome,
we can use the mass of RNA production and the total energy processed by the system. Energy in
this framework could be approximated with the sum total of all possible RNA-RNA interactions,
which is just the count of all tWord and rcWord frequencies in T. A more realistic model incorporates
the differing interaction energies between complement words, e.g., difference between A-U and C-G
nucleotides and dinucleotides [34].

As defined by the INCOSE Resilient Systems Working Group, “Resilience is the capability of
a system with specific characteristics before, during and after a disruption to absorb the disruption,
recover to an acceptable level of performance, and sustain that level for an acceptable period of
time” [60]. Robustness is the ability of a system to reject disturbances without altering its state.
A system is robust when it can continue functioning in the presence of internal and external challenges
without fundamental changes to the original system. In relation to previous section on energy
availability, robustness is the ability for a system to retain reachable states in the event of falling
available energy.

4.3. Measuring Resilience

From Equation (2) F is a transcriptome filter function of S, RC, and N operating on Tα.
The extracellular pool is composed of transcripts with greater similarity S, and less reverse
complementarity RC to the transcriptome, and have smaller size N. The filter is essentially a semantic
selection on transcripts resulting from anomalous diffusion. We propose that resilience is proportional
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to the size of the transcriptome filter, which is composed of the opposing actions of S and RC, and to the
balance between S and RC. Then the size of F, where |F| = |S| + |RC| or on a per nucleotide basis:

Resilience = (|S| + |RC|)/N (3)

such that |S| is sum of all similarity matches, |RC| is sum of all reverse complement interactions,
and N is the nucleotide size of the transcriptome. This work proposes Equation (3) as a measure of
resilience that is proportional to the sum of similar and of reverse-complement word matches (divided
by the number of nucleotides in transcriptome to normalize for size) in the whole transcriptome.
For simple systems of 2 complementary letters, |S| > |RC| and scales faster than N (examined for up
to N = 4), with resilience proportional to N.

The biology of miRNAs binding to mRNAs and regulation by lncRNAs presents a method for
self-modifying CGP to be resilient to rapid changes in the problem space. mRNAs (sub-programs)
could be recruited quickly in a dynamic environment by unbinding miRNA or lncRNAs (sub-program
blocks or enhancers) in the realm of dynamic optimization in computer science. A more complex
system or network would be consistent with being more resilient. But the difficulty is also measuring
complexity, because a large sized network might contain many pathways leading from A to B,
but could instead be composed of a spoke(A) & wheel(B) design, such that damage to the spoke
will fail the system. So instead, as a first attempt at measuring resilience from transcriptome data,
we propose that a filter mechanism acts on individual transcripts caused by opposing semantic
information characteristics of the whole transcriptome. Then size of the complexity of that filter
could be a simple quantifiable measure of resilience. A recent publication showed that miRNAs are
filtered by sequence similarity [15] and another study shows that the same miRNAs are also filtered by
reverse complementary to the same whole transcriptome model [10]. Hence the proposed measure
of resilience is the sum of similarity and reverse complementary interactions possible in the whole
transcriptome. Since these probability distributions are the basis of thermodynamics, taking the log of
(|S| + |RC|)/N would represent the entropy of filtering in the transcriptome. We divide by the size
of the transcriptome (N) to normalize on a per nucleotide basis, and realize that for a random sequence
transcriptome, there will be some expected value of |S| and |RC|.

5. Conclusions

This paper illustrates recent advances in transcriptome and network biology that can lead
to enhancing new frameworks in computer science. It is our intent to formalize this Grand
Ensemble treatment into a language of persistent and interactive TMs that could advance the field
of biology-inspired computing. Once implemented in silico, we can study these models to uncover
emergent and complex behavior. Measures calculated from semantic analyses of the transcriptome
relate to compartmentalization, and anomalous diffusion of transcripts, which can be utilized to
structure and control self-modifying CGP. Transitions between chaos and homeostasis in these
computational models may provide insight into the origins of real biological tissues, organs, and
pathology states. This insight could be applied to personalized medicine to provide diagnosis and
prognosis for a range of complex human disorders.

Supplementary Materials: The Pseudo Code listing are available online at www.mdpi.com/2079-3197/5/3/32/s1;
also see biological background in [9,10,14].
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